
SHADOW CATCHERS: CAMERA-LESS PHOTOGRAPHY
In the mid-1830s, William Henry Fox Talbot fixed the world onto

paper—or rather, he captured a skewed interpretation of the world

by letting light shine around and through items such as spruce

needles and scraps of lace. For Talbot, drawing with light was only

possible without a camera, and contemporary photographers,

increasingly drawn to abstraction, have returned to Talbot's

camera-less methods.

The exhibition Shadow Catchers, recently on view at

London's Victoria and Albert Museum, did not aim to present

a full history of this approach to photography: instead, curator

Martin Barnes offered a focused selection of five contemporary

practitioners—Pierre Cordier, Susan Derges, Adam Fuss,

Garry Fabian Miller, and Floris Neusüss—all dedicated

champions of camera-less images. In this sampling, the

photogram dominated, but Cordier's chemigrams, which treat

photographic chemicals, varnishes, oils, and even egg and syrup

as "paint" and the photographic paper as "canvas," revealed

that the photogram's reliance on objects (and even light) can

feel redundant. Meanwhile, light—refracted and filtered through

transparent objects and liquids held at varying distances from

the paper's surface—was the main ingredient in Fabian Miller's

recent luminograms.

As might be expected from an exhibition named Shadow Catchers,

ethereality abounded. Smoky grays and dusky blues comprised

most of the palette, and there was a definite preference for

woozy silhouettes and hazy palimpsests. For instance, Neusüss's

"Körperfotogramms," a series from the 1960s of hovering, life-

size female figures animated in all manner of Muybridge-esque

poses—jumping, skipping, throwing petals—were among the first

works that greeted viewers and appeared to be fashioned from

vapor alone. At times this ghostly aesthetic felt stale, as did the

quasi-Romantic leanings that underpinned much of the exhibition.

The reduction of the medium to its bare essence made subject

matter feel rather elemental, too. Nature was a recurring subject

in the photograms of Derges and Fabian Miller in particular. But

here natural beauty was often squeezed out of the most obvious

of subjects—butterflies, birds, flowers—and the results tended

to feel decorative and sentimental rather than sublime, especially

when compared with Cornelia Parker's 1997 photograms of dust,

which locate the cerebral in the quotidian, and were on view in

a neighboring exhibition of camera-less photography from the

museum's own collection.

Floris Neusüss, Bin Gleich Zurück (Be Right Back), 1984/87.
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Images that relied heavily on chance in their creation, and later

on the imagination of the viewer, held the most power. Consider

Derges's River law (1997), in which a view from the clouds is

conjured out of ice; or Fuss's Untitled (1988), where an atomic

explosion may be discerned in a splash of water. But Cordier's

images—abstract oddities resembling labyrinths, celestial vistas,

white noise, and even a view inside a matrix—were the most

far-out creations. While Cordier regards himself as a painter, his

creations seemed distinct from anything made with a paintbrush.

And Fabian Miller's luminograms—glossy but spectacular expanses

of vibrant color—seemed like jubilant reworkings of Mark Rothko

abstractions. Indeed, as Cordier's aesthetic and conceptual

concerns appeared to be increasingly at odds with the focus on

nature found elsewhere, it was a shame that the chemigrams

of fellow "destructionist" Marco Breuer weren't included to

complement Cordier's experiments. Fortunately, though, Barnes

did not apply Brassaï's advice—"Your process is diabolical . . .

whatever you do, don't divulge it!"—to the installation of Cordier's

work. A collection of his test strips were displayed, and in a show

often guarded about the specific details of process, this was a

rare treat. But Cordier's own description of his work proved most

revealing: he regards his image making as akin to "the messages

hidden by spies in the dot of an i." The images that triumphed in

this exhibition were those in which reality, that thing photographers

so often strive to capture, felt most elusive. O

—Isabel Stevens

Shadow Catchers: Camera-less Photography was presented at the Victoria and
Albert Museum. London. October 13, 2010-February 20. 2011.

Isabel Stevens writes on photography and film for a variety of publications,
including Sight and Sound and The Wire.
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